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TO: Members of Supreme Court Advisory Committee Q-Far-)

FROM; Steve Susman

RE: Proposed Summary Judgment Rule

Attached is a new proposed Rule 166a that has is being recommended by the
Subcommittee in charge of Rule 166a. It will be the first subject of discussion
this Friday.

Attachment
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I7u1e 166a. Summazy J'udgtU,eat

(a) Time fbr Ming. A party may motiti for suram iudQ}nent on all or any pa,*t
o, a case at any time after the adverse party has appeared. The motion shall be filed at
irast twenty-ooe days before the hearing. The adverse party may fi!e a written response at
lcast seven d.ays before the hearing. The uiovaat may file a reply to the response. Any
supporting brief must be filed with the motion, respoase, or reply. The judge may grant
leave to alter any of these time limit,s, and to allow amertdment or supplementatioa

(b) Motion. The motion for summary Judgmeat shall be in writing and shall state
specif•icaily why there is no Wuine issue as to any material fatx and why the rnoving patty
is therefore ent3tled to a judgment as a matter of law. A ground for summary judgment not
expressiy presente+d in a motion sha11 not be considered. Sunaxiary judgment may be sought
on the pleadings for failure to state a valid claim or defease.

(c) Supporting MAterials. Any motion or response may be supported by aFfidavits
or any evidence admissibl.e at trial 1[E=erpts from discovery responses must be spec.if'2:,a11y
;:a11ed to the jud$eIs attentYon_to be considered and need not be filed if quoted in the
motion or response with the source ;hertof statcd.]2 Afflidavits shall be made on personal
kmoxledge, shal] set forth facts that would be admissible in evidenca, and shatl show
Lff=atively that the affiant is compe;mt to testify to the maiters stated. Objections to the
form of the aff'idavits or objections to the admissibiliry of the evideace sha]1 not be grasncs
fur reveisal unless syec*ticaily pointed out by the responding party in Its response or by th:
u ►oving party in its reply to the response.

(d) Hearit& No oral testtmocty shall be received at the hear ►nE. The court may
cuntinue the hearing purst,taM to Taca: Rule of Civil Procedure 251. Motions taken uader
adziscrnent shall be decided withia three months pursuant to Rule of Judido]
Administration 7(a)(2). TS judgment is not rendered upon the wfiole case and a trial is
necessary, t`'se ;udge at the hearing may examine the pleadings and the evidence on file,
interrogate qtJilwS if the hearing is oral, and ascertain what material fact Issues exist and
in.en make an order soecii^ing the issues that are established as a matter of law and
d:recting suc.h fu.rther proceedings in the ae`.ion as are just.

t AltSough the first set'ttmce of parqraph (d) Pror3des that no oral tzsdinony shan be received at the
the Committee shou:d constder whether ttih sentczcc should be ama ►Ccd to provide that cYicrnce

:tianot be Ura}. The f4owing are pos3tble alte=aveS

OR-

z

Aay motioa or response may be suppor,.ed by airdavfa Cr any wrttten evideace admisslb]e at trial iLa
with the modon.

Any mocoa or Rspoese may be apxrted by af5davirs or any evfdence :dmissible at trIaLoLher^
oral evidencx, flled With the motion.

The Subcan:mittne could not agec on whedicr this sen,cnce should be iacl:ided in the ni:t.

1
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(e) Btu'dens. The party moving for judgrnent has the burden of establish9ng that
cLere is no genuine isst!e of material fact, except that (1) when the respandingparty pleaci,S
an afCirmativc def=e to avoid judgment, then the resQonding party has the burdcn of
raising a fact issve on the aff'umative ctefcnse, or (2) wi:cn the raponse is due after any
appticable Discc.`vr.ry Period is closed and the moving patty spxifiealiy states as a p•ound
for summaty judgrneut that no evidence oasts on an element of a clnim, then the rtc,spondir,g
party has the burden of ral9ing a fact issue on that eiement.

the order.

(f) tnterested and Dqpert Testiuwuy. A 9^mmary ju t may be based on
unconzrovertect testunouy of ati interested witness, or of an witneis as to subject
matter concernitlg which the trier of facx m^ust be guided y by the opinlon of eapcrts,
only if the testimony is c3ear, cred.tble, direct, and couid ve been readlly controverted.

(g) Appeal. On appe^,l from any order der this rule, the appellate court may
consider any ground set ferth In the ruodon an not lirr.ited to any grounds spocifitd in

TcrPL ,.?:
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November 16, 1995

WRITLRB OIR[CT DIAL MUMUR (713) 653-7801

Mr. Luther H. Soules III
Soules & Wallace
100 West Houston Street, 15th Floor
San Antonio, Texas 78205-1457

Re: Disposition of Inquiries Relating to Proposed Discovery Rules

Dear Luke:

At your request, the Discovery Subcommittee convened on Saturday, October 21,
1995, in Houston, to consider the inquiries regarding discovery received by you
or members of the Court since early 1992. Letters Bates-stamp numbered 8-681
and Spg. 36-409 all predate the first serious deliberations of the Discovery
Subcommittee that began working in the summer of 1994. We had read all these
letters when we began working our way through the discovery rules. Many of
the suggestions were undoubtedly adopted, in one way or another. Others were
not. In any event, the Subcommittee believes it would be a phenomenal waste of
time to respond to each letter individually since none of them referred to
particular features of the new proposed rul-cs and since the new rules represent
a complete rewrite and reorganization of the current ones. Instead, we propose
that you send to each author of a pre-1994 letter the following response:

"The Discovery Subcommittee considered and appreciated the
thoughtful suggestions contained in your letter of to

. As you may know, the SCAC proposed an entirely
new set of Discovery Rules to the Supreme Court on July 27 of
this year. I am enclosing a copy for your reference. Over the
next months the Court will be working on these suggestions and
our Subcommittee will continue to provide input. Therefore, we
urge you to review the enclosed and to let us have your
suggestions. Please be as specific as you can suggesting deletions

SDS-128278-DAD
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Mr. Luther H. Soules III
November 16, 1995
Page 2

or changes or additions. This will assist us in considering your
views and allow us to respond to them. Nothing is set in concrete
and your suggestions will be given full consideration."

Our Subcommittee is willing to meet again to review any and all responses to this
letter and to complete your proposed Disposition Chart as to each.

Now let me turn to letters received since May 1994. I attach hereto the
Disposition Chart for Bates numbers SSp 199-392. A few words of explanation.
At the extreme right edge of the chart are the initials PG, AA, etc. That signifies
the member of the Subcommittee who has agreed to draft an appropriate response
for your signature. There are basically three broad categories: (1) personal
injury defense lawyers who object to any limitations as to time and number (Gold
will respond); (2) family lawyers whose unique problems the Committee as a
whole considered (Albright will respond); and (3) the State Bar Rules Committee
(I will respond). While the Disposition Chart gives the impression of numerous
suggestions, in fact most of the entries are duplicative.

The Subcommittee members, if you approve, will provide you with appropriate
responses by December 1.

The Subcommittee also suggests the following program to make sure that our
proposed rules are understood and widely, and intelligently, discussed and
debated:

1. A short outline of the proposed rules is being prepared by
Albright for use by Supreme Court justices as they try to
understand and explain to others the rules.

2. We should encourage the Court to allow several members
of the Subcommittee to provide a one-hour explanation of our
changes.

3. We are going to initiate a Discussion Group on Texas
Counsel Connect.

4. I intend to invite opponents of the proposed rules to debate
their wisdom at various local bar functions.

5. Such debate will be kicked off in the December issue of the
Texas Bar Journal. I will argue for our proposal and a member of

SDS-128278-DAD
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Mr. Luther H. Soules III
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the Bar Rules Committee will argue against. I am hopeful that the
rules will be printed in full so that the dialogue will be meaningful.

6. Members of the Subcommittee have agreed to write short
pieces for each issue of the Texas Lavwer on the following general
topics: Deposition Practice (Susman); Scheduling (Susman);
Vehicles, Disclosures and Experts (Albright); Supplementation and
Sanctions for Nondisclosure (Albright); Scope, Privileges and
Objections (Gold).

7. Judge Guittard has been kind enough to edit the proposed
rules for grammar, clarity, uniformity and avoidance of legalese.
Once we determine how far the rules proposed on July 27 are
likely to get with the Court, then we can consider suggesting these
refinements before the Court finally adopts our scheme. Right
now, it is premature to polish something that may be stillborn.

Please let me know if you have any questions about this letter or the attachment.

Sincerely,

Stephen D. Susman

Attachment

cc/att: Members of Discovery Subcommittee

The Honorable Nathan Hecht
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REDLINE VERSION
RULES 296-331

RULE 296. REQUESTS FOR FINDINGS OF FACTS
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

ALTERNATIVE ONE:

Lal Entitlement to Findings of Fact. inany A pa . in a case in which the
ultimate issue of fact was tried in •, on the merits
by the judge any pa:may request the eee^ l'u dge to state in writing As findings of fact and
onclusions of law. Trial of an issue of fact to a jury in the same case does not excuse the

judge from making findinas of fact on an ultimate•issue tried to the judze unless the o-round
to which the issue is referable has been waived or an omitted element is deemed found as
provided in Rule 279. Such request shall be entitled "Request for Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law" and shall be filed within twenty days after judgment is signed with the
clerk of the court, who shall immediately call such request to the attention of the judge who
tried the case. The party making the request shall serve it on all other parties in accordance
with Rule 21a. A request for findintas of fact and conclusions of law is not proper, and has
no effect, with respect to an appeal of a summarXiudgment.

ALTERNATIVE TWO: &,,,e e'_ /rK-41t,&---

r^, I`-iG(")

(a) Entitlement to Findings of Fact. In any ca - (a) tried i-R to the a^^E er-
eaunty court without a jury;• (b) tried to a jury in which t4i ultimate issues are tried to the

nt or c tried to a ' u in which ultimate issues b y law must be tried to
the court, afry a pa y may request the eeert ' ut ds e to state in writing its f-indings of fact and
conclusions of law. Such request shall be entitled "Request for Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law" and shall be filed within twenty days after judgment is signed with the
clerk of the court, who shall immediately call such request to the attention of the judge who
tried the case. b
v,,ith Du'e 2' a. A request for findings of fact and conclusions of law is not proper, and has
no effect , with res ect to an appeal of a summa iudsgrmeat^

b(^ Premature Filin . A r^eu or findinQs of fact and conclusions of laN a^-
effective althou g h prematurel y file . kf'equest for findings of fact and conclu s ions of Iaw

s*rN4e deemed to have been filed on the date of, but subsequent to the signing of the
judgment.

RULE 297. TIME TO FILE FILING FINDINGS OF FACT
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Time to File. The eefft l'u dcre shall file its findings of fact and conclusions of

1



law within twenty days after a timely request is filed. The eeaq 'û dQe shall cause a copy of
45 the findings and conclusions to be mailed to each party in the suit.

b^ Late FilinQ. If the eett^ 1' u dge fails to file timely findings of fact and
conclusions of law, the party making the request shall, within thirty days after filing the
original request, file with the clerk
24-e a "Notice of Past Due Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law" which the clerk shall
be immediately called to the 'u1 dge's attention . Such notice shall
state the date the original request was filed and the date the findings and conclusions were
due. Upon filing this notice, the time for the eeu^ I hae to file findings of fact and
conclusions of law is extended to forty days from the date the original request was filed.

I RULE 298. ADDITIONAL OR AME NDED
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

j^
(a) Time for Request. After the eeu^ 'u^ dge files original findings of fact and

conclusions of law, any party may file wi th the e'°F'E of the ee•-• a request for specified
additional or amended findings or conclusions with the clerk.

within tefi twen days after the filing of the original findings and conclusions
by^#efeur-t.

(b̂ Time for .TudQe,s Response. The eeeFE 'ûd= shall. file any additional or
amended findings and conclusions that are appropriate within ten days after sUeh the request
is filed, .

O

judge to make a finding, requested shall be reviewable on appeal.

RTTED GROUNDS AND PRESUMED FINDING Sjreri ULE 299. OMI

^ Omitted Grounds. When findings of fact are filed by the trial eetrt ' ul dae they
shall form the basis of the judgment upon all grounds of recovery and of defense
-t+^ercir_ The judgment may not be supported upon appeal by a presumed finding upon any
ground of recovery or defense, no element of which has been included in the findings of
fact,--t^

h Presumed Findings. wWhen one or more elements ^^ee€ of a around of
recovery or defense have been found by the trial ^t ') u d^e, omitted unrequested elements
of the ground to which the element or elements found are necessarily referable, when
supported by factually sufficient evidence, will be supplied by presumption in support of the

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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judgment. d
No findin shall deemed or presumed b y any failure of the 'ud e to make additional

findnes.

judgment. netbe findings of fact are recited in a judgment in violation of this rule,-l-f

RULE 299a. FINDINGS OF FACT TO BE SEPARATELY FILED
AND NOT RECITED IN A JUDGMENT

Unless otherwise provided by law, Ffindings of fact and conclusions of law shall be

re uested re are nd filed with the court clerk as a document separate from the

^le and the findings of €ae-E made pursuant to Rules 297 and 298, the 41, findings will
control for appellate purposes. Findifigs

RULE 300. JUDGMENTS, DEJCREES AND ORDERS

(a) Rendition, SigninE and Ajudament is rendered when the judQe orally
announces it in open court or, if not so announced, when it is siQned by the iudQe. A

iud-ament orallv announced in oDen court shall be promptly reduced to writing and siQned
by the iudp-e_ A siqued iudQment shall be
m 0 "Judoment" as
disposes of a claim or defense.

- b^ Final.Tudgment
_ is tWorder or

issues in the case, expressl or irnpliedli
case reQularlv set for conventional trial o

rom0 tl0 filed with the clerk,f

eries ofbrders tjj^ases<of all the parties and
Nhen"a iudgment on the merits is rendered in a
the merits, and no order for a separate trial has

been made it is presumed for appellate DAmoses that the trial judge intended the iudQment

to be a final and appealable 'ud ment. final Judgment that is signed in a case tried to the
court or 'u shall conform to the pleidings, the nature of the case proved and the ju 's
verdict or the judge's findings of ct or conclusions of law, unless a'udsment is rendered

as a matter of law. ^`^--

eUeneral A^ud^ment shall: (11 contain the names of(c) Form And Substanc

--^-

°

the parties• (2) s-»ee^ the relief=, Pc : and (3) if anaronri

direct the issuance rocesses an writs as may be necessary to entorce the udame .i ite



I

l-as aft
^^-eeun-ma eei•a4 provide for a writ for the

seizure and delivery of such prope
judgment

Source: Rule 308, after first clause of first sentence.

(2) Foreclosure Proceedings. A judgments for the foreclosure of a.
mortgages-aRd or other liens shall be provide for: (i) recovery of that the •^ ^is
debt, damages and costs• ii witha foreclosure of the p4&44€P^Jlien on the property subjectv-
''°'^'^, ', to the lien: (iii) that an order of sale
^^-ith T,i--t#eS^te o f^^-b ^ '^eseiz^ ° ^, ^^ ^''^-

except in judgmenro e as under execution
eaR r^resaf^eand sell s^ ^ to sale of the; vr

, ts against °e••*°-s, admiais*-at°--s a°
,,UaFdiaI9s personal representatives, ' 'sf;aeti b nefit; and (iv) that if the
property cannot be found; or if the proceeds of stek'-the sale be are insuffi.cient to satisfy
the judgment, then execution ,

on other property of the iudgment debtor dA` n''^n* as °
for the balance remaining unpaid. When An °'-'°' The judgment

foreclosing a•1i-Re lien ^ on real estate b
F^'°e'^^U-° ^''' ueh 'i°^ sueh °r''°' shall have all the has the force and effect of a writ of
possession as between the parties `°'`,e c°-ee'e'••'°^'idit° and any person claiming under the
judament debtor d°f°n''afit to such 'ui` by a" right acquired pending saehuit; and the
eeu^ judament shall so provide ' g ddiFeet
The judg,ment shall also direct the sheriff or other officer °x°e"r^Rb su^h ^Fd°F of s^'° to
place the purchaser of the property said r in possession thefea€ within thirty days
after the day-e€ date of the foreclosure sale.

Sources: Rule 309, 310.

RH
be enforced against the property of:the testator in the

I
I
I
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(3) Personal Representative. A judgment for the recovery of money against
apgrsonal representative, whether an executor, administrator; or guardian, shall state that
it is to be paid in the due course of administration. No e3Eeeut+etl enforcement shall be
attempted isr••° +h°'°°^, on aiudgment against a personal representative, but it shall be
certified to the-eeunf)+ court, sitting in ,^^*^^e probate, to be t#efe enforced +B
aee^~''e°e° ••,i*" under the law, except that ^ a judgment against ^^an independent
executor g,

Source: Rules 300, 301, 306, 308

(d) Form and Substance: Specific.

M Personal Property. WheFe the A judgment is for personal property, a*d

I
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Source: Rule 313.

RULE 301. MOTIONS BEFORE AND AFTER JUDGMENT
[In part moved to proposed TRCP 300(b)]

I Motion for Tudgment On The Verdict.La
move for 1udgment on the verdict of the iury.

^ .
t TIITIITC-

Source: Rule 305.

A^ party may

b^ Motion for Tudgment or to Disregard a Tury Finding on an Issue as a Matter
Of`Law. A part,y may move for judgment as a matter of law or to disregard a iury findino
as a matter of law:

^ if the evidence, at the close of the adverse party's evidence, or at the close
of all of the evidence, or after the verdict in a'lury case and before judgment, (A) is
not legally sufficient for a reasonable jury to find against the movant on a particular
issue of fact or if the evidence conclusively establishes the issue in the movant's
favor• and (B) if, under the controlling law, a iudgment cannot properly be rendered
against the movant on any claim or defense without a finding adverse to the movant
on an issue that has been disreaarded the court may grant a motion for iudoment
as a matter of law in the movant' favor as to theclaim or defense: or

^ if the application of controlling law to a claim or defense otherwise
deter7nines a claim or defense as a matter of law, unless the movant waived
application of controlling law by failing to preserve the complaint or error in the
court's char^e.

Source: Rules 268, 301; FED. R. C1v. P. 50

I
I
I
I
I

CO Motion to Modify Tudgment or to Disregard a.Tury Findina on an Issue as
a Matter of Law. A party may move to modify a judgment or to disregard a iurv finding on
an issue as a matter of law after judgment:

M if the evidence is not legally sufficient to support a reasonable iury to
find against the movant on a particular issue of a fact or if the evidence conclusivelv
establishes the issue in the movant's favor;

^ if the application of controlling law to a claim or defense otherwise
determines a claim or defense as a matter of law; or

M if thejudgement should be vacated , modified , altered or amended in

any respect for any reason.

5
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Source: Rules 301, 329b

(d) Motion for New Trial. A oarty may move to set aside a judgment and seek
a new trial pursuant to Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 302.

motions.
Source: New rule to incorporate purposed TRCP 302 in listing of permissible

(e) Motion €ei- ud=men . A party may m ve with notice to all
parties interested in a judgment for correction or reformation of clerical mistakes made in
reducing to writiniz theiudQment rendered by the judge

Source: Rule 316.

^f Motion Practice. A motion listed in this rule must state the specific complaint
or request for relief in such a way that the matter can be understood by the judge A party
may file one or more motions identified in this rule and may renew or refile an additional
motion of the same We containing additional complaints and requests for relief despite the
denial of any previous motion. Apartv may also submit a proposed judgment or order with
the motion. .

Source; Rule 268, 305; in part new to clarify that motions should be
considered independently.

(a) Grounds. For good cause, a new trials, or partial new trial under paragraph
^]f , may be granted and a,judgment may be set aside ^eF geedeatse on motion of a party
or on the 'ud e's eeefE's own motion, on suehte;-Fnsa- the -t Shall -'i-eet in the
followina instances, among others:

M, when the evidence is factually insufficient to support a jury findino;

(2) when a jury finding is ag,ainst the overwhelming preponderance of the
evidence:

M when the damages awarded by the iury are manifestly too large or too
small because of the factual insufficiency or overwhelming preponderance of the
evidence;

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I6
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fAj when the trial judge has made an error of law that probably caused

rendition of an imprope^ment;

M when: ( i) misconduct of the jury; or ( ii) misconduct of the officer in
charge of thejury or (iii) improper communication to the jury, or (iv) a juror's
erroneous or incorrect answer on voir dire examination-

has probably resulted in injury to the movant;

M when new, non-cumulative evidence has been discovered that was not
available at the trial by the movant's use of reasonable diligence and its unavailabili-
tkprobably caused the rendition of an improper iudament;

(7) when a default judCment should be set aside upon either legal or
equitable grounds;

(8) when a judgment has been rendered on citation bypublication, the
defendant did not appear in person or by an attorney selected by the defendant and
good cause for a new trial exists;

m when there is a material and irreconcilable conflict in jury findinas

10 when any improperly admitted evidence, error in the court's char7,e,
argument of counsel, or other trial court occurrence or ruling probably caused
rendition of an improper judgment;

1 when any other ground warrar4l; new trial in the interest of justice.

in a motion for new trial shall identif„}the matter of which complaint is made in such a way
that the complaint can be understood by the iudge.

Source: Rules 165a, 320, 327 and 329

b^ Form. C'omplaints in general terms shall not be considered. Each complaint

Source: First sentence - Rule 322; second sentence - Rule 321.

Lc^ Affidavits. Supporting affidavits are required for complaints based on facts

7
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(1) Hearins. When the ground of a the motion for new trial, supported by
affidavit, is misconduct of the jury or of the officer in charge of thefn the jurv, or
b improper communication made to the jury, or ajuror's t#ata jttre
gev^ erroneous or incorrect answer on voir dire examination, the 'u^ dge eetirt shall
hear evidence theFee from members of the jury or others in open court; and may
grant a new trial if

reasonably appears from the evidence both on the hearing of the motion and from
the record as a whole on the trial of the case r;:UqM +^- -°e6Fd as a •Ael that
injury probably resulted to the complaining party.

(2) Testimony Of Jurors. A juror may not testify as to any matter or
statement occurring during the ^eu-s° ef the jury's deliberations, or to the ° ''^^^^ ^

b on any ethef juror's mind or emotions or mental processes, as
influencing any other juror's hiFnte assent to or dissent from the verdict eeAeefAifi

bi:eught .- Nor may a
'uri or's #is affidavit or evdeoeee any statement by a'Juror #i-ffi concerning a any
matter abdut which the,Juror 4e would be precluded from testifying be Feeei;zdfe
admitted in evidence for any of these purposes. However, a juror may testify
whether any outside influence was improperly brought to bear upon any juror

Source: Rule 327

not otherwise in the record, such as:

(1) jurY misconduct;

Q newly discovered evidence:

(3) equitable grounds to set aside a default judgment:

L41 good cause to set aside a judament after citation by publication .

(d) Procedure For Jury Misconduct.

Le^ Excessive Damages: Remittitur

LD Excessive Damages. If the judgre is of the opinion that the damages
found by the iury are not supported by factually sufficient evidence 'the judge may
determine the areatest amount of damages supported by the evidence and 'mav as
a condition of overruling a motion for new trial, suggest that the party claiming such
damages file a remittitur of the excess within a specified period.

8
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I M Remittitur By Party. Any party in whose favor a judgment has been

rendered may remit any part thereof in open court, or by executing and filing with
the clerk a written remittitur signed by the party or the party's attorney of record,
and duly acknowledged by the party or the party's attorney. Such remittitur shall
be a part of the record of the cause. Execution s#akl may issue only for the balance

efly of such judgment.

Source: Paragraph (2) - Rule 315.

M Partial New Trial. If the judge is of the opinion
that a new trial should be granted on a point or points that affect only a part of the matters

in controversy that is clearly separable without unfairness to the parties,
thd judge eout may grant a new trial as to that part only, but a separate trial
on'unliquidated damages alone shall not be ordered if liability issues are contested.

Source: Rule 320.

T T T^n^2 lIAT fYlI IXI
T-z

TL'D!''T AZaI AR FOR !'`lICTQ
LC1^u 1 y .l -s^

RULE 303. PRESERVATION OF COMPLAINTS

Eests:

(a) General Preservation Rule. As a prerequisite to the

3 presentation of a complaint for appellate review, i,
teu^ a timely request, objection, or motion must appear of record, stating the specific
grounds for the ruling #e that the complaining party desired the trial court to make if the
specific grounds were not apparent from the context. No complaint shall be considered
waived if the around stated is sufficiently sQecific to make the judge aware of the complaint.

b The judge's ruling upon the

I
I
I
I

complaining party's request, objection or motion must also appear of record provided that
the overruling by operation of law of a motion in accordance with Rule 304 is sufficient to
preserve for appellate review the complaints properly made in the motion, unless the takin^
of evidence is necessary for proper presentation of the complaint in the trial court. A ruling
may be shown in the judoment in a signed separate order, in the statement of facts, or in
a formal bill of exceptions. If the trial judge refuses to rule, an objection.to the 'û dge's

eeuFt' refusal to rule is sufficient to preserve the complaint.
exeep Formal exceptions to rulings or orders of the trial court are not required.

Source: Texas Rule Of Appellate Procedure 52(a).

9
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^ (b) When a iYlotion for New Trial is Required. As a prereauisite to aV
review, the followingcomplaints shall be made in a motion ror new triai•

DDellate

(1) iurv misconduct , newly discovered evidence equitable grounds to set
aside a default iudament, or any other complaint on which evidence must be heard;

(2)

I
insufficient to support a jury finding;

the evidence is factually

(3) ,k eeFflp^ a jury finding is against the overwhelming
preponderance of the evidence;

(4) the damages awarded bythejuEy are manifestly too large or too small
because of the factual insufficiency or overwhelming preponderance of the evidence;

(5) an incurable jury argument, if not otherwise ruled on by the trial court;

a jury verdict that will not support any Jud -oment..

Source: Rule 324(b).

e b

b . In a nonjury case, a complaint regarding the legal
or factual insufficiency of the evidence, including a complaint that the damages found b t^he
court are excessive or inadequate, as distinguished from a request that the judge amend a
fact flinding or make an additional finding of fact, may be made for the first time on appeal
in the complainingpaVs brief.

Source: Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure 52(d).

f^L Informal Bills Of Exception And Offers Of Proof. When the eeur* °xe'^idM
vidence is excluded, the offerin party a shall as soon as practicable, but before
e cetti4' charge is read to the jury; or before the Judgment is signed in a noniury case,

I

I
I

I
I

be allowed to make, in the absence of the jury, an offer of proof in the form of a concise ^.;yyl,
statement. The eeaF it ' u dge may, or at the request of k1p arty shall, direct the making of the^^'U^/ "
offer in question and answer form. A transcriptionof the reporter's notes or of the

10 I
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electronic tape recording showing the offer, whether by concise statement or question and
answer, showing the objections made, and showing the ruling thefeen, when included in the
feeefd statement of facts certified by the reporter or recorder, shall establish the nature of
the evidence, the objections and the ruling. The eet^ judge may add any other or further
statement whi^'^ ^^ewr showin the character of the evidence, the. form in which +Ew^s
offered, the objection made and the ruling. No further offer need be made. No formal bills
of exception shall be are needed to authorize appellate review of

exclusion of evidence. When the esuFt 'u^ dQe hears objections
to offered evidence out of the presence of the jury and rules that saw-# the evidence be
admitted, stiek the objections shellbe are deemed to apply to such evidence when it is
admitted before the jury without the necessity of repeating them.

Source: Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure 52(b).

(e) Formal Bills Of Exception. The preparation and filing of formal bills of
excepJtion shall be governed by the following rules:

(1) No particular form of words shall.be required in a bill of exception, but
the objection to the ruling or action of the 'ud e eetiFt and the ruling complained of
shall be stated with such circumstances, or so much of the evidence as may be
necessary to explain, and no more, and the whole as briefly as possible.

(2) When the statement of facts contains all the evidence requisite to
explain the bill of exception, evidence need not be set out in the bill; but it shall be
sufficient to refer to the same as it appears in the statement of facts.

(3) The ruling of the 'ul dge eeaft in giving or qualifying instructions to the
jury shall be regarded as approved unless a proper and timely objection is made.

(4) Formal bills of exception shall be presented to the judge for fi+s
allowance and signature.

I
I
I
I
I

(5) The judge eau^t shall submit the sue# bill to the adverse party or #ts
the adverse part,L counsel, if in attendance ett at the court, and if the adverse party
finds it €eend to be correct, the judge shall sign it without delay and file it with the
clerk.

(6) If the judge finds the sbe# bill incorrect, #e the judae shall sugjest to
the parties pef+y or their 4is counsel such corrections as theiudae deems necessary
theFeifi, and if they are agreed to ^he theiudae shall make such cori-ections, sign the
bill and file it with the clerk.

(7) Should the parties piaqy not agree to the judge's sug,^ested sbeh
corrections, the judge shall return the bill to 4iffi the complaining party with #+s the

11
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•û de's refusal endorsed on it thereen, and shall prepare, sign and file with the clerk
such a bill of exception as will, in h-is the judge,s opinion, present the ruling of the
court as it actually occurred.

(8) Should the complainine party be dissatisfied with the said bill filed by
the judge, he the complaining party may, upon procuring the signature of three
respectable bystanders, citizens of this State, attesting to the correctness of the bill
as originally presented 13yhim, haveil the sam^ filed as part of the record of the
cause_; affd The truth of the matter 4F6°F°R^°'ke-°'^ may be controverted and
maintained by affidavits, not exceeding five in number on each side, ts-^6e filed with
the papers of the cause, within ten days after the filing of the said bill afldtebe

b theFet . On appeal the truth of the st^eh
bill shall be determined from the see# affidavits so filed.

(9) In the event of conflict
between a formal bill and ' the statement of facts,
the bill of e)ieept+efls shall control.

(10) Anything occurring in open court or in chambers that is reported or
recorded and so certified by the court reporter or recorder may be included in the
statement of facts rather than in a formal bill of exception,;pfo=,ideai In a civil
case the party requesting that all or part of the jury arguments or the voir dire
examination of the jury panel be included in the statement of facts shall pay the cost
thereof, which eest shall be separately listed in the certified bill of costs ^^^t

aFea and *^safne may be taxed in whole
or in part by the appellate court against any party to the appeal.

(11) Formal bills of exception shall be filed in the trial court within sixty
days after the judgment is signed

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I -

shall be filed within ninety days after the judgment is signed in a civil case •*^ ^^

or if a timely motion
for new trial , motion to modify, request for findinas, or motion^to reinstate pursuant
to Texas Rule Of Civil Procedure 165a' has been filed, formal bills of exception

d
e^-, When a formal bills of exception afe is filed, it t#ey may be included in the
transcript or in a supplemental transcript.

Source: Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure 52(c).

0 n CA RECORD [PROPOSED FOR REPrAL]•

I
I
I
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RULE 304. TIMETABLES

(a) Motion for .Tudgment Disregarding a.Tury Finding or an Issue as a Matter
of Law. Apartv may move for a judgment as a matter of law or to disregard a jury findin
on an issue as a matter of law at the close of the adverse party's evidence, or at the close
of all the evidence, or after the verdict in a iurv case and before iudament, or after
ud ent2 6-6., hall not be considered waived if not 0 resented earlier. 0If r ented after

judgment. the motion should be presented in a motion to modify the judrament within the
time allowed for filing such motions. A motion for judzment as a matter of law or to
disregard a jurYfinding on an issue that is filed before judgment is overruled by operation
of law when a jud_ament is signed that does not grant that relief.

(b)

Source: New rule in part; Rule in part.

y.-^
Motions .

(1) Time to File. A motion for new trial, a motion to modify the
iud;Ument and a postjudgrnent motion to disregard a jury finding on an issue as a
matter of law, if filed. if Filed; shall be filed ffieF to before or within thirty days after
the final judgment as defined in Rule 300(b) is signed.
One or more amended or additional motions for new tfial may be filed without leave
of court within thirty davs after the final judement is signed regardless of whether a
prior motion containing requests for the same relief has been overruled be€efe-^y
pfeeediiig

a a .

(2) When Motion Overruled. If an e-i.QiHa' or an afnena motion fef
fie•,.tr;a; is not determined by order signed within seventy-five days after the final
judgment er-appealal3leeFde was signed, the motion shall be considered overruled
by operation of law upon the expiration of t# eday that period.

M In a case when judgment has been rendered by default against a part y

I
I

who did not participate either in person or by attorney in the actual trial of the case
a motion for new trial by the party against whom judgment was rendered shall be file
within six months after the1udament was signed, unless a motion has been previousl
filed Dursuant to QaragraDh (b) 1) of this rule.

NOTE: SCAC conditionally approved this subsection for recommendation to the
Court on 11117195. In the event the Court wants to give a defaulted party
additional time in resolving the writ of error controversy. See paee 3126 of

13
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^ -'In a case when judgment has been rendered on citation by publication
defendant did not appear in person or by an attornev selected by the

^fendant a motion for new trial shall be filed within two years after the jud ent
was ed, unless a motion has been previously filed pursuant to paragraph LQ4^

(6)C> of this rule Y^ d-,!I,~^ ° p a ns b 7- d

Source: Rules 329, 329b; Tex.RApp. 45

(c) Motion To Correct A motion to correct the judgment record
may be filed at any time after a final judgment is sianed, but if the motion is filed
within thirtv davs after the final judgment is sianed. the motion shall be considered.
a motion to modify a judgment filed within thirty da4 pursuant to paragraph (b)(1)
of this rule.

Source: New rule in part; Rule 329b in part.

(d), Effective Dates And Beginning Of Periods
4adgment:

(1) Beginning of Periods. The date a e€ fin I judgment or appealable
order is signed as shown of record s4a44 determine^ the b' b

' beginning of the period during which i) the
court may exercise plenary power to grant to a motion to }aeate,
modify, a postjudgment motion to disregard a jury finding, a motion for new trial or
a motion to correct the judgment record, a motion to reinstate a case dismissed for
want of prosecution and a request for findings of fact and conclusions of law or to
vacate a jud^^ment, and (ii) a pa may timely file any document necessary to
preserve the rights of the party on appeal.

^
I

^
I
I

I

I
(2) Date to be Shown.

9 Fe eatise

HH9
AII judgments, decisions, and orders of any kind ^e shall

be reduced to writing and signed by the trial judge with the date of.signing expressly
stated t-lief-e^ in it. If the date of signing is not recited in the judgment or order, it
may be shown in the record by a certificate of the judge or otherwise; pFer'ifled;
heweyei:, +the absence of a showing of the date in the record does s#" not
invalidate &:ry a judgment or an order.

14
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(3) Notice of Judgment. When a
ef-def a final iudgment or appealable order is signed, the clerk of the court shall

, to the parties byimmediately give notice of the signing
first-class mail adyising judgment 'g .. Failure to comply
with this rule shall not affect the periods mentioned in paragraph
(1) of this except as under paragraph (4).

(4) No Notice of Judgment: Additional Time.
the judgment O ,

b

eFig ifial judgment b If a partY affected by a final
judgment or appealable order has not, within twenty days after the final jud^Q..ment or
appealable order was signed, received the notice require by paragraph (3) and has
not acquired actual knowledge of the signing of the final jud_qment or aQpealable
order, then all periods provided in these rules that run from the date the final
judament or appealable order is signed shall begin for that party on the date that
party received notice or acquired actual knowledge of the signing of the final
judgment or appealable order, whichever occurred first: provided, however, that in
no event shall the periods begin more than ninety davs after the final judgment or
appealable order was signed.

(5) Motion, ' . Procedure to Gain Additional Time. I-fi
ef:def-te To establish the application of subparagraph (4) of ^^^Fei , the party
adversely affected must file a motion in the trial court statina '
in the *-ia' ^ F*, on SY.'er-n Fne*^^^ and ne*iee, the date on which the party or tlie

a s#-isattorney first either received a notice of the final judgment or appealable
order or acquired actual knowledge of the signing of the final jud^ment or
appealable order and that this date was more than twenty days after the final
judgment or Qpealable order was signed. The trial judge shall promptly set the
motion for hearing, and after conductiniz a hearing on the motion, shall find the date
apeawhielt the party or the a s#is attorney first either received a notice of the
final iudgment or appealable order or acquired actual knowledge of the signing of
the final judgment or appealable order at the ^^Re'usi^^ of *h°h°^Fi^^ and include
this finding in a written *n,eeeuFt'z order.

(6) N• e Pro 'T'*H+e ^-de- Periods Affected by Modified .Iudgme.nt. If a
judc-,nent is modified in any respect during the period of the trial court's 'plenary
power , all periods provided in these rules which run from the date the judgment is
s^ned shall run from the time the modified judgment is signed. - .-hefl a eefF°e'°d
judgffieHt ^ If a correction to a judgment is made pursuant to Texas

15
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Rule of Civil Procedure 301(e) after expiration of the trial court's plenary power,
, . .

all periods provided in these rules which run from
the date the iudgment is signed shall run from the date of the signing Q the
corrected judgment for any complaint that would not b
apply to the original judgment.

(7) When Process Sen+e^f by Publication. Wit-h r-espee -te- For a motion for
new trial filed more than thirty days but within two years after the judgment was
signed when process has been served by publication, the
periods subpaf-agFaph (1) shall be computed as if the
judgment were signed on the date of filing the motion.

(8) Premature Filina. cgp-e^f

I
I
I
I
I
I... ...-,-10

^he g . A motion for new
trial is effective to preserve the complaints made in the motion and is deemed to
have been overruled by operation of law on the date of, but subsequent to, the
signing of the judgment the motion assails. No motion for new trial filed prior to
iudment extends the trial court's Dlenary nower as orovided in Rule 305 or an
timetable prescribed in the Texas Rul of ellate Procedure.

Crt-

Source: 19 1-6, Rule 306a; 17, Rule 329b(h); y 8, Rule 306c.

17TIT C 205 PROPOSED TTfll('nRi.`AIT

[Moved to proposed TRCP 301(a)]

RULE 305. PLENARY POWER OF THE TRIAL COURT

(a) Duration. A trial court has plenarv power:

,(1), for thirty daYS after a final judgment is signed in all instances:

M for one hundred and five davs after a final judgment is si ned,
regardless of whether an appeal has been perfected. if any partv has timely filed (i)
within thiM days after the final iudkment is signed a motion to modify a judgment,
a postjudgment motion to disregard a jury finding, a motion for new trial, a-motion
to correct judament record or (ii) within twent}days after the final judament is
signed a request for findinus of fact and conclusions of law on an issue of fact tried
to a judge: and

16
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M for thirty days after (i) the jud e signs an order exercising judicial
discretion ifthe i udae had plenary aower at the time of sieninQ or (ii) a oendina
motion to exercise judicial discretion is overruled, either b y a signed order or b
operation of law, whichever occurs first.

Source: New rule in part; Rule 329b.

M Exercise. Regardless of whether an appeal has been perfected, the trial court
has plenaa power to:

M grant a motion to modify, a postjudgment motion to disregard a iury
finding or a motion for new trial or to vacate the judgment within thirt^days after
the judgment is signed; and

f 21 grant a motion to modify, a o^stjud^oment motion to disregard a iurv
finding or a motion for new trial or to vacate the judgment until thirtv days after all
of those timelY filed motions are overruled, either by signed order or by operation
of law, whichever occurs first.

Source: 329b(d)(e).

(c)
wer:

Expiration. On expiration of the time within which the trial court has plenaa

(1) the trial judge c ` =t on bill of review for
sufficient cause filed withi

(2) the trial1udge, however, may at any time, correct a clerical error in the ^
record of a ' udament ursuant to Rule 70,11 ^^^.

^^
M the trial judge may also sign an order declaring a previous judgment

or order to be void because signed after expiration of the trial court's plenary
Qower; and

fAj the trial court may also file findings of fact and conclusions of law if
within the time allowed by Rule 297.

Source: 329b(g)(h).

RULE 306. RECITATION OF JUDGMENT
[Moved to proposed TRCP 300(b)]

RULE 306a. PERIODS TO RUN FROM SIGNING OF JUDGMENT
[Moved to proposed TRCP 304(c)(1)-(6)]

17
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RULE 306b. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

RULE 306c. PREMATURELY FILED DOCUMENTS
[Moved to proposed TRCP 296 and 304(c)(8)]

RULE 306d. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

RULE 307. E,vCEnTi ieiC9 TR^NSGRJPT [PROPOSED FOR REPEAL]

I
I
I
I
I
I

RULE 308. COURT SHALL ENFORCE ITS DECREES
[Moved to proposed TRCP 300(b)(4), 300(c)(1)] I

I
I

Fafflily C-e&-

I

RULE 308a. IN e r rr-rc ^ r. r, r, r rr^r^ Tur,

[PROPOSED FOR REPEAL]

I -.

I
I

RULE 309. IN FORECLOSURE PROCEEDINGS
[Moved to proposed TRCP 300(c)(2)]

RULE 310. WRIT OF POSSESSION
[Moved to proposed TRCP 300(c)(2)]

18
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RULE 311.

Judgment on appeal or certiorari from any county court sitting in probate shall be
certified to such county court for observance.

RULE 312. ON APPEAL FROM JUSTICE COURT
[Proposed for transfer to Judge Till's subcommittee]

nAf ADDL'AT 17Dnn4 DDl1RAT1

Judgment on appeal or certiorari from a justice court shall be enforced by the county
or district court rendering the judgment.

RULE 313. AGAINST EXECUTORS, ETC.
[Moved to proposed TRCP 300(c)(3)]

M Ir 1%^ [PROPOSED FOR REPEAL]

RULE 315. REMITTITUR
[Moved to proposed TRCP 302(c)(2)]

RULE 316. CORRECTION OF CLERICAL MISTAKES
IN JUDGMENT RECORD

[Moved to proposed TRCP 301(e), 302(a)]

RULE 317 to 319 [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

RULE 320. MOTION AND ACTION OF COURT THEREON.
[Moved to proposed TRCP 301(d), 302(a), (f)] :

RULE 321. FORM
[Moved to proposed TRCP 302(a), (b)]

19
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RULE 322. GENERALITY TO BE AVOIDED
[Moved to proposed TRCP 302(b)]

RULE 323. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

RULE 324. PREREQUISITES OF APPEAL
[Moved to proposed TRCP 303(b), TRAP 74(e)]

RULE 325. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

RULE 327. FOR JURY MISCONDUCT
[Moved to proposed TRCP 302(d)]

RULE 328. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

[Proposed for move to TRAP 47 and TRCP 621 et seq.] -

(c) If property has been sold under the judgment and execution before the process
wa suspended, the defendant shall not recover the property so sold, but shall have judgment

RULE-329. MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL ON JUDGMENT
FOLLOWING CITATION BY PUBLICATION

[In part proposed for repeal and in part proposed for move]

(a) The court may grant a new trial upon petition of the defendant showing good
cause, supported by affidavit, filed within two years after such judgment was signed. The
parties adversely interested in such judgment shall be cited a other cases.

ow-

Moved to proposed TR P 302(a)(8), 302(c)(5 )

b) Execution of such judgment sha I be suspende uwkess the party applying
9therefor sWpla good and sufficient bond ayable to the plaintiff in the judgment, in an
amount fixed in accordance with Appellate Rule 47 relating to supersedeas bonds, to be
approved by the clerk, and conditioned that the party will prosecute his petition for new trial
to effect and will perform such judgment as may be rendered by the court should its decision
be against him.
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against the p1aAtiff in the judgment for the proce,^s of such sale.

[Proposed for move to TRCP 621 et seq.]

(d) If the motion is filed more than thirty days after the judgment was signed, the
time periodj;h.al^ computed pursuant to Rule 306a(7).

[Moved to proposed TRCP 304(c)(7)]

RULE 329a. COUNTY COURT CASES
[No change.]

RULE 329b. TIME FOR FILING MOTIONS
[Moved to proposed TRCP 304(b),(c),(d), 305 (b),(c)]

RULE 330. RULES OF PRACTICE AND
PROCEDURE IN CERTAIN DISTRICT COURTS

I
^
I
I
I
I
I

(a) Appealed Cases. In cases appealed to said district courts from inferior courts,
the appeal, including transcript, shall be filed in the district court within thirty (30) days
after the rendition of the judgment or order appealed from,, and the appellee shall enter
his appearance on the docket or answer to said appeal on or before ten o'clock a.m. of the
Monday next after the expiration of twenty (20) days from the date the appeal is filed in the
district court.

[Proposed for transfer to Judge Till's subcommittee]

(c) Postponement or Continuance. Cases may be postponed or- continued by
agreement with the approval of the court, or upon the court's own motion or for cause.
When a case is called for trial and only one party is ready, the court may for good cause
either continue the case for the term or postpone and reset it for a later day in.the same
or succeeding term.
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[Proposed for move to TRCP 251-54]

(d) Cases May Be Reset. A case that is set and reached for trial may be
postponed for a later day in the term or continued and reset for a day certain in the
succeeding term on the same grounds as an application for continuance would be granted
in other district courts. After any case has been set and reached in its due order and called
for trial two (2) or more times and not tried, the court may dismiss the same unless the
parties agree to a postponement or continuance but the court shall respect written
agreements of counsel for postponement and continuance if filed in the case when or before
it is called for trial unless to do so will unreasonably delay or interfere with other business
of the court.

[Proposed for move to TRCP 251-54]

(e) Exchange and Transfer. Where in such county there are two or more district
courts having civil jurisdiction, the judges of such courts may, in their discretion, exchange
benches or districts from time to time, and may transfer cases and other proceedings from
one court to another, and any of them may in his own courtroom try and determine any case
or proceeding pending in another court without having the case transferred, or may sit in
any other of said courts and there hear and determine any case there pending, and every
judgment and order shall be entered in the minutes of the court in which the case is pending
and at the time the judgment or order is rendered, and two (2) or more judges may try
different cases in the same court at the same time, and each may occupy his own courtroom
or the room of any other court. The judge of any such court may issue restraining orders
and injunctions returnable to any other judge or court, and any judge may transfer any case
or proceeding pending in his court to any other of said courts, and the judge of any court
to which a case or proceeding is transferred shall receive and try the same, and in turn shall
have the power in his discretion to transfer any such case to any other of said courts and any
other judge may in his courtroom try any case pending in any other of such courts.

[Proposed for move to the Government Code]

(f) Cases Transferred to Judges Not Occupied. Where in such counties there are
two or more district courts having civil jurisdiction, when the judge of any such court shall
become disengaged, he shall notify the presiding judge, and the presiding judge shall
transfer to the court of the disengaged judge the next case which is ready for trial in any of
s aid courts. Any judge not engaged in his own court may try any case in any other court.

[Proposed for move to the Government Code]

(g) Judge May Hear Only Part of Case. Where in such counties there are two
or more district courts having civil jurisdiction, any judge may hear any part of any case or
proceeding pending in any of said courts and determine the same, or may hear and
determine any question in any case, and any other judge may complete the hearing and

I
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render judgment in the case.

[Proposed for move to the Government Code]

(h) Any Judge May Hear Dilatory Pleas. Where in such county there are two or
more district courts having civil jurisdiction, any judge may hear and determine motions,
petitions for injunction, applications for appointment of receivers, interventions, pleas of
privilege, please in abatement, all dilatory pleas and special exceptions, motions for a new
trial and all preliminary matters, questions and proceedings and may enter judgment or
order thereon in the court in which the case is pending without having the case transferred
to the court of the judge acting, and the judge in whose court the case is pending may
thereafter proceed to hear, complete and determine the case or other matter, or any part
theceof, and render final judgment therein. Any judgment rendered or action taken by any
judge in any of said courts in the county shall be valid and binding.

[Proposed for move to the Government Code]

(i.) Acts in Succeeding Terms. If a case or other matter is on trial, or in the
process of hearing when the term of court expires, such trial, hearing or other matter may
be proceeded with at the next or any subsequent term of court and no motion or plea shall
be considered as waived or overruled, because not acted upon at the term of court at which
it was filed, but may be acted upon at any time the judge may fix or at which it may have
been postponed or continued by agreement of the parties with leave of the court. This
subdivision is not applicable to original or amended motions for new trial which are
governed by Rule 329b.

[Proposed for move to the Government Code]

RULE 331. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

I
I

I
I
I
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DISPOSITION CHART
TEXAS RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 15 - 165a

(as of January 22, 1996)

RULE PAGE NO. & CHANGE RECOMMENDED REASON
NO. ACTION TAKEN SUGGESTED/BY ACTION

18a Pg 111-113 Permit late-filing of m. to Subcommittee unanimously Disqualification grounds
disqualify/recuse based on recommends that disqualifi- are constitutional and al-

No. 1 Full SCAC rejected grounds not known or cation can be raised at any ready can be raised at
Subcommittee recom- upon due diligence kno- time. Subcommittee voted any time. Recusal
mendation by vote of wable until past deadline. 4-3 that you can file recusal should be raised at first
6-to-9 on 1/20/96. By Justice Charles Bleil. up to 10 days prior to a opportunity. Permitting
No change. See his article on "Focus hearing or trial, and after recusal within 10 days

on Judicial Recusal: A. that can only raise matters of trial risks use as dis-
Clearing Picture," 25 TEx. not previously known, or guised continuance.
TECH L. REV. 773, 782-83 upon due diligence know- Avoid that by permitting
(1994). able, and they will be han- judge to proceed to trial,

dled in a parallel proceeding while recusal is handled
while trial judge proceeds in a parallel proceeding
with case. under the'existing proce-

dure of assignment to
another judge.

20 Pg 1 14-116 Eliminate requirement that Eliminate reading and sign- The procedure is no
special judge sign minutes ing of minutes at end of longer generally obser-

No. 2 SCAC approved elimi- of proceedings before him. court term, altogether, by ved, and is unnecessary.
nating TRCP 20 on By David Beck. eliminating Rule 20.
1/20/96. Changed.

21 Pg 117-129 Require that cert. of ser- Adopt suggested change. Eliminates uncertainty as
vice reflect to whom ser- Further provide that receiv- to how service was

No. 3 SCAC rejected change vice was made, and the ing party can rebut the effected.
by vote of 11-to-4 on address, and date and recital of the manner of
1/20/96. No change. manner of service. By service.

Larry W. Wise.
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21a
No. 4

No. 5

No. 6

No. 7

Pg 127-128
On 1/20/96, SCAC
voted that service
should be on attorney-
of-record, if there is
one. Changed.

Pg 125
SCAC rejected sug-
gested change on
1/20/96. No change.

Pg 133-134
SCAC rejected pro-
posed change on
1/20/96. No change.

Pg 137-138
SCAC rejected pro-
posed change on
1/20/96. No change.

Rule 21 a permits service
upon a party or his atty of
record. Service should be
on atty and not party. By
Wendell S. Loomis.

Eliminate provision that
service by telefax after 5
p.m. is effective next day.
By Luke Soules.

Eliminate service by tele-
fax. By Jose Lopez II.

Require lawyers to include
on pleading a telefax no.
for service, and if no tele-
fax no. given, then no
service by telefax except
upon Rule 11 agreement.
By Ken Fuller.

Once party receives notice
that opposing party is rep-
resented by counsel, ser-
vice is upon that counsel.

Reject suggestion. Further-
more, hand-delivery after 5
pm should be effective next
day.

Reject suggestion. Further,
service should be permitted
by electronic mail on parties
who indicate in their initial
pleading or by subsequent
filing that service by E-mail
is acceptable.

Reject suggestion.

Service upon the client
and not the attorney
creates delays, lost
papers, invades privacy,
etc.

Some offices close and
lawyers leave at 5 pm.
Delivery after 5 pm is
tantamount to delivery
next day, anyway.

Telefax service is quick
and effective. Also, E-
mail is an efficient and
quick way to transmit
data. Permit service by
E-mail on all parties will-
ing to accept E-mail
service.

Having the option of
service by telefax is
beneficial. Telefax num-
ber should be required.

Page 2
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21b Pg 159-163 This letter does not impli- Fold Rule 21 b regarding Consolidate related rules.
cate Rule 21 b, which re- sanctions into new service

No. 8 SCAC voted by 16-to- lates to "Sanctions for rule.
1 to change rule to Failure to Serve or Deliver
provide that service Copy of Pleadings and
must be on attorney- Motions."
in-charge, and to
"recipient's last known
address." Changed.

23 Pg 164-165 Continue random case as- No change. Rule 23 provides for
signment by having clerks sequential cause num-

No. 9 On 1/20/96, SCAC "designate the suits by bers and not sequential
voted unanimously to regular consecutive num- assignment to courts.
reject proposed bers....," to help combat
change. However, forum shopping. By John
TRCP 23 will be re- Appleman, Jefferson Co.
written to require Dist. Clerk.
random assignment
and deter efforts to
circumvent rule.
Changed.

26 Pg 166-167 Does record keeping under Yes, Rule 26 does apply. J.P. courts have worked
Rule 26 include J.P. courts No change. successfully with exist-

No. 10 On 1/20/96, SCAC or just district and county ing rules.
agreed to reject pro- courts, since J.P. courts
posed change. No are covered under Rule
change. 524? By Bill Willis

41 Pg 168-169 Rules 174 and 41 are at This Subcommittee will
odds. Joinder matters are study revising joinder of

No. 11 On 1/20/96, this pro- within discretion of TC and parties, for this and other
posal was postponed. subject to abuse of discre- reasons.
Postponed. tion review. TC should be

able to join parties if not
too expensive and not
prejudicial to parties. By
Professor Jack Ratliff.
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46(b)

No. 12

Pg 170-172

On 1/20/96, referred
to Judge Till. Re-
ferred.

Misnomer: letter actually
requests change to Rule
146.

Subcommittee recommends
that this matter be referred
to Judge Till's Committee.

This is within the scope
of Judge Till's Commit-
tee.

47 Pg 173-177 The Rule 47(b) ban against Subcommittee recommends This is not perceived as
pleading the amount of Rule stays as it is. a problem in actual prac-

No. 13 On 1/20/96, SCAC unliquidated damages in an tice.
rejected proposed original pleading can affect
change. No change. the question of county

court at law jurisdiction.
By Broadus Spivey.

On 1/20/96, SCAC Party can forum shop by Subcommittee recommends This is not perceived as
rejected proposed filing a pleading seeking an Rule stays as it is. a problem in actual prac-
change. No change. indefinite amount of dam- tice.

ages and then amend to
assert a recovery in excess
of the county court at
law's jurisdictional limits.
By Pat McMurray.

48 Pg 178-180 Misnomer: letter actually Subcommittee recommends
requests change to Rule that this request be referred

No. 14 On 1/20/96, referred 148. to Judge Till's Committee.
to Judge Till's Sub-
committee. Referred.
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63 Pg 181-184 Change from 7 days prior Change Rule to set deadline
to trial to 30 days prior to at 45 days before discovery

No. 15 On 1/20/96, proposed trial. Court can grant leave cut off date.
change was post- to file amended pleadings
poned. Postponed. but movant must show

"good cause," and no
surprise on opposing party.
By Glen Wilkerson.

Pg 183-184 Proposed addition to Rule Examine relevant statute to Relation back doctrine is
63 permitting the amend- see what would be subject statutory.
ment of pleadings to in- to rule-making power of
clude a party that has been Supreme Court.
overlooked or misidentified
in the original pleadings, if
certain criteria are met. By
Gilbert Low.

64 Pg 185-186 Allow amendment by des- Recommend that the Rule This has already been
ignating page or paragraph not be changed. debated by SCAC.
amended. Not necessary Judges might have to go
to replead everything. By through several volumes.
Richard H. Sommer.

67 Pg 187 No amendment to Recommend no change to We have advanced the
pleadings within 30 days Rules 66 & 67, due to deadline for amending
of trial. Court can grant changes recommended to pleadings, but not al-
leave to file amended Rule 63. tered burden of proof as
pleadings but movant must to good cause.
show "good cause," and
no surprise on opposing
party. By Glen Wilkerson.

Page 5
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74 Pg 188-200 Permit clerks to file faxed
documents, and to choose
preferred method of secur-
ing payment for that ser-
vice.

Recommend SCAC consider
uniform electronic filing
rule, yet to be prepared.
This Subcommittee is pre-
paring proposed rules.

Electronic filing will
become more prevalent
in the future. Uniform
rules statewide will
eliminate confusion,
telephone calls to district
clerk, etc.

75a & 75b Pg 5-7 Exhibits are filed with the Will make all rules gender
court clerk but court re- neutral. Reference to TRCP
porter transmits them to 379 will be changed to
the appellate court. By refer to new TRAP. Con-
Michael Northrup. cern over exhibits has been

addressed by TRAP chang-
es.

76a Pg 201-203 Rule 76a(8) suggests that Recommend no change. Temporary order should
you can appeal from a be subject to appellate
temporary sealing order, review.
even though based upon
affidavit or verified peti-
tion. Make Rule clear that
temporary sealing order is
analogous to TRO and
can't be appealed. By
Bernard Fischman.

Pg 204-208 1 st Ct. App. ruled that Change Rule 76a to provide Clarification is needed.
Rule 76a does not apply to that a confidentiality order Recommend new Rule
protective orders. No relating to unfiled discovery 76a(2)(a)(4) that would
particular change suggest- is not a Rule 76a order exclude from "court
ed. By Jack J. Garland, unless the order is contest- records": "unfiled dis-
Jr. ed on the basis of Rule covery for which a pro-

76a. tective order is sought
and, there is no claim
that the provisions of
76a2(c) apply."

Doc #33022
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86 Pg 211 Rule does not specify time
to file motion to transfer
venue based on inability to
obtain fair trial. Case law
says motion can be filed
on day of trial. By J.
Hadley Edgar.

Subcommittee recommends
that this and all venue rules
be consolidated and caused
to conform to existing
venue statutes, while re-
maining general enough to
minimize future rule chang-
es based upon further legis-
lative activity.

Legislature has put itself
in the middle of venue
rights. Rules need to
provide a procedure to
implement legislative
mandates, but not so
closely that every legisla-
tive change requires a
rule change.

87 Pg 212-216 If venue is challenged, a Subcommittee will evaluate Addressed in new stat-
determination based on a new venue rules. ute.
preponderance of the
evidence should be made
to be certain that the resi-
dent defendant is the real
defendant. By William J.
Wade.

90 Pg 217-221 Special exception needs to Prof. Dorsaneo is rewriting Court Rules Committee
be presented to the trial Rules 90-91. See Dallas suggests that 30 days
court prior to trial to avoid Local Rule 1.10.a. Recom- before trial be the dead-
waiver. By J. Hadley mend general pretrial rule line for resolving special
Edgar. requiring disposition of exceptions. Subcommit-

motions/exceptions before tee would tie the dead-
trial. line to the end of the

discovery period, as
recommended with
deadline for amending
pleadings.

Doc #33022



91 Pg 222-225 Letter does not relate to R Prof. Dorsaneo is rewriting
91. By Wendell Loomis. Rules 90-91.

Pg 226-229 Special exceptions should Subcommittee recommends Amended pleadings can
be filed 10 days prior to counting back from end of impact scope of discov-
trial. By Broadus Spivey. discovery period. ery.

Pg 228-229 Special exceptions must be Subcommittee recommends Amending pleadings can
filed 30 days prior to trial if counting back from end of impact scope of discov-
pertinent pleading has discovery period. ery.
been on file for 30 days.
Court may allow for good
cause exceptions at any
time. By unknown party;
submitted by Broadus
Spivey, who disagreed
with the amendment.

Pg 230-231 This letter relates to TRAP
91, not TRCP 91. By
Bruce Pauley.

93 Pg 232-235 Notes and Comments Fix the comments to reflect Achieves consistency.
should be changed to proper letters.
reflect the correct num-
bered paragraphs instead
of letter paragraphs. By
Bill Willis.

98a Pg 236-239 Comments on proposed Subcommittee will consider The Federal rule may
"offer of judgment rule." this proposal. have beneficial effect if
No proposed rule was implemented in Texas
enclosed. Presume this practice.
would be like Federal Rule.

Page 8
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100 Pg 240-241 $5 research fee demanded No action. There is no Rule Letter accomplished its
by Dist. Clerk is "one of 100. purpose.
the most stupid applica-
tions of money grubbing I
have every heard." E.J.
Wolt.
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103
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Pg 242

Pg 244

Pg 245

Pg 247

Pg 248-249

Pg 250

Threshold of qualifications
for process servers is too
low. By Robert Hurlbut.

Proposed Rule 103 impos-

ing requirement that pro-
cess servers be registered
with the Secretary of
State. Also permit private
process servers to serve
writs of garnishment. By
[unknown].

Bexar County local rules
re: private process servers,
and req. of $100,000/
300,000 liability insurance.

Private process server
advertisement.

Do not allow private pro-
cess servers to serve evic-
tion notices. By Joe G.
Bax.

Allow for service by any
person authorized in
writing by the plaintiff and
eliminate requirement of
written order. Judge Louis

Lopez.

Recommend no action.
Can't solve by Rule. Legis-
lature has declined to act
on this point.

Recommend no action.
This proposal was taken to
the Legislature, but bill
failed to pass. This is a
legislative issue, not a rule
issue.

Recommend no action.
Failed at Legislature. This
is a legislative issue, not a
rule issue.

Recommend no action.
Failed at Legislature. This
is a legislative issue, not a
rule issue.

Recommend no action.
Failed at Legislature. This
is a legislative issue, not a
rule issue.

Recommend no action.
Recommend that court
remain involved in private
process serving, by approv-
ing individual who is serv-

ing process. .
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105 Pg 253 To protect officer or other Reject change. The writ is Formal process should
person, add clause that a gov't mandate; to stop it, be handled formally and
officer or person may delay you should go to court and on the record. Avoid
execution upon request of ask it to be called back. factual disputes.
issuing party or their attor-
ney.

106 Pg 254-255 Amend rule to permit deliv- Recommend no action. Court involvement de-
ery to an occupant over 16 Delivery to another person sired. Critical part of
at the defendant's place of in lieu of defendant should litigation process, and it
abode. remain as substituted ser- should remain under

vice, requiring prior court court control.
approval.

111 Pg 256-257 This letter does not ad- Recommend no action. Not applicable.
dress Rule 111. By Bruce
Pauley.

114 Pg 258-259 This letter does not ad- Refer to Appellate Rules Not applicable.
dress Trial Rule 114. It Subcommittee.
refers to Appellate Rule
114. By Bruce Pauley.

117(a)(6) Pg 260-261 Delete the paragraph say- We recommend this Eliminate unnecessary
ing "[I]f this citation is not change. expenditure of effort and
served within 90 days needless expense.
after the date of its issu-
ance, it shall be returned
unserved," so that cita-
tions do not have to be re-
issued. By Bexar County
District Clerk, David J.
Garcia.

124 Pg 262-266 Delete parenthesis. Should Okay. Make change. Corrects an error.
be Rule 21 a instead of
21(a).

Doc #33022
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145 Pg 267-273 Court clerks should be able Amend Rule 145 to permit Clerks should be able to
to challenge indigency clerks to contest affidavits; contest indigency affida-
affidavit. Pro bono attys permit pro bono attys to vits. If clients are pre-
with clients referred by establish indigency by screened for indigency,
IOLTA programs should be IOLTA certificate. pro bono attorneys
able to use certificate of should not have to go
indigency. through contest proceed-

ings.
146 Pg 180 Should be able to appeal Refer to Judge Till's Com-

J.P. judgment by cash mittee.
bond.

148 Pg 180 Should be able to appeal Refer to Judge Till's Com-
J.P. judgment by cash mittee.
bond.

156 Pg 274 Rules 90, 156, 216(1), Good suggestion. Go with Achieves consistency.
307, 542 say "non-jury" non-jury throughout the
and Rules 324(a) and Rule Rules.
of Judicial Administration
61b)(2) say "nonjury." Be
consistent in using either
"non-jury" or "nonjury."
Should be consistent in all
rules. By Charles Spain.

162 Pg 275 Submitted notice of Recommend no change. Unclear why item was
amendment of Federal Rule The submitted language submitted.
of Civil Procedure 41, relates to directed verdict.
regarding terminating non- Unrelated to TRCP 162
jury trials on the merits, (non-suit).
and provided judgment on
partial findings in Rule
52(c). By [unknown].
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165 Pg 276-293 Should be amended to Committee thinks request is Dismissal for inactivity
provide that notice of reasonable and will propose should be handled differ-
dismissal be given in ex- sixty days' notice. Sub- ently from dismissal
cess of 45 days to allow committee proposes to based on failure to ap-
time to set the case for amend rule to recognize pear, discovery sanc-
trial. By Howard Hasting. differences between the tions, etc. Extending

different grounds for notice of DWOP to sixty
DWOP. days gives one last

chance to set case for
The word "judgment" Subcommittee has not yet trial.
should be replaced with considered Prof. J. Hadley
the words "order of dis- Edgar's suggestion.
missal" in the first sen-
tence in the last paragraph
of 165a.3. By Prof. J.
Hadley Edgar.

45-47 SPg 28-31 Amend Rules 45 & 47 to Amend Rule 47 to require This change conforms
make parties plead consti- pleader to state the legal the rule to existing case-
tutional, statutory, or basis for. each claim and law and is salutory.
regulatory provisions relied give a general description
upon. By Richard Orsi- of the factual circumstanc-
nger. es suff. to give fair notice.

87 SPg 32-34 Amend Rule 87(2). Party Need to redo venue rules, Statutory changes re-
who wishes to maintain in accord with statutes. quire changes to venue
venue in particular county rules.
has burden of proof, while
party who seeks to trans-
fer venue has burden to
show venue maintainable
in target county. Conflict?
By Wendell Loomis.
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162 SPg 35 After verdict is returned in Provide that plaintiff can Case law and statute
1st phase of bifurcated nonsuit only as to bifurcat- require punitive damages
trial, can plaintiff non-suit ed untried issues. Write to be tried separately,
his entire case before new rule for bifurcated upon proper request.
resting in 2nd phase of trials. Need rule to provide
trial? By Supreme Court how to conduct bifurcat-
Justice Nathan Hecht. ed trials.

1 8a SSp 47-49 Where grounds for recusal By 4-3 vote, adopt recom-
not known until after 10 mendation. See pg 1 of
days before trial, motion to this Disposition Chart.
recuse can be filed but
judge can continue to hear
case and recusal hearing
before other judge pro-
ceeds independently. By
Jim Parker.

Proposed General SSp 50-53 Combine appellate and trial Recommend no action at Might delay adoption of
Rule 9, Replacing rules regarding disqualifica- this time. Supreme Court appellate rules.
Rule 182 tion and recusal. By Clar- has almost completed its

ence A. Guittard. review of appellate rules.

Proposed General SSp 54-58 Fold TRAP 4(e) and Rule Recommend no action at Might delay adoption of
Rule 5, Replacing 21 into new general Rule this time. Supreme Court appellate rules.
Rule 21 5, regarding "Signing, has almost completed its

Filing and Service." By review of appellate rules.
Clarence A. Guittard.

21a SSp 61-62 When constitutionality of
statute, rule or ordinance
is questioned, must notify
AG, city attorney, or other
appropriate person, or else
constitutional challenge is
waived. By Charles Spain.
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21a SSp 64-65 Telefax transmissions Recommend that this sug- You don't have the
should be effective when gestion be accepted. document until you have
last page is sent, receiver's received all of the pages.
time. By Jim Parker.

Proposed General SSp 66-67 Fold Rule 21 a"Methods of Recommend no action at Might delay adoption of
Rule 5, to replace Service" into new Rule 5, this time. Supreme Court appellate rules.
present Rule 21 a which applies to trial and has almost completed its

appellate courts. By Clar- review of appellate rules.
ence A. Guittard.

Proposed General SSp 68-69 Delete Rule 21 b"Sanc- Recommend no action at Might delay adoption of
Rule 5, to replace tions for Failure to Serve or this time. Supreme Court appellate rules.
present Rule 21 b Deliver Copy of Pleadings has almost completed its

and Motions," and fold review of appellate rules.
into new Rule 5 "Signing,
Filing and Service." Use
generic description rather
than list. By Clarence A.
Guittard.

63 SSp 70-79 Deadline for amending Full SCAC should consider The Rules Committee
pleadings would be 30 the proposal. Consider also has trial-related dead-
days prior to trial, not the Discovery Subcommittee lines, while the Discov-
current 7 days prior to proposed new Rule 63. ery Subcommittee has a
trial. By SBOT Rules Com- The Subcommittee recom- discovery cut-off related
mittee. mends the Discovery Sub- deadline. The SCAC

committee's approach. needs to reconcile the
Also, let's define how to two approaches. Rules
count backwards. 66 & 67 should stay the

same.

Proposed General SSp 80-81 Delete Rule 74 "Filing With Recommend no action at Might delay adoption of
Rule 5, to replace the Court Defined" and this time. Supreme Court appellate rules.
present Rule 74 fold into new Rule 5 "Sign- has almost completed its

ing, Filing, and Service." review of appellate rules.
By Clarence A. Guittard.
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Proposed General SSp 82-83 Delete Rule 76 "May In- Recommend no action at Might delay adoption of
Rule 12, to replace spect Papers" and fold into this time. Supreme Court appellate rules.
present Rule 76 Rule 12 "Attorney May has almost completed its

Inspect." By Clarence A. review of appellate rules.
Guittard.

76a SSp 84-123 Texas should permit audio- Adopt uniform statewide Currently local rules
video cameras in court- rules. Chip Babcock is vary. Uniform statewide
room. By Court Television. preparing draft. rules are desirable.

86 SSp 124-127 Waiver of venue change by Venue rules must be rewrit- Governed by legislation
one defendant shouldn't ten to conform to new passed in 1995 Session.
waive for all defendants. statutes. New rules still
By Susan S. Fortney. under construction.

90 SSp 128-136 Exceptions to pleadings Subcommittee thinks dead- Amended pleadings may
must be heard a reason- line for exceptions should affect scope of discov-
able time but not less than work backward from close ery.
30 days prior to trial. By of discovery period.
SBOT Rules Committee.

103 SSp 137-186 Heard of instances where Subcommittee doesn't like Impossible to micro-
private process server this but doesn't think it can manage service of pro-
served citation, inter- be effectively addressed by cess.
viewed defendant, and rule.
obtained admissions
against interest, and was
listed by plaintiff as a
witness. By Larry L. Golla-
her.

145 SSp 187-192 Clerks should be permitted Done. See p. 12 above.
to contest affidavits of
inability. Clerks should be
subject to Rule 13 provi-
sions and sanctions. By
Earl Bullock.

Doc #33022
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Proposed General SSp 193-195 Various edits to Rule 145, Make any appropriate chan-
Rule 145 "Affidavit of Inability." ges to new version of Rule

145. See p. 12 above.

1 65a SSp 196-198 The merits of the case
should be considered be-
fore it is put on the dis-
missal docket and subse-
quently dismissed. By
Richard Worsham.

Doc #33022



DISPOSITION CHART

TEXAS RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 216 - 299
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RULE PAGE NO. CHANGE RECOMMENDED REASON
NO. SUGGESTED/BY ACTION

216 Pg 756-759 Luke Soules Delete the phrase. The phrase does not
suggested the phrase add anything to the
"on the non-jury docket rule, but is potentially
be deleted. confusing.

Require jury requests
be made 30 days after Do not adopt the No compelling reason
service of live trial suggestion. for change at present
pleadings, or not later time.
than 30 days before

- trial.

* Spg 410 See above comments.

221 Spg 411- Alex Albright suggests Changes to the rules NA
414 that 221 be amended regarding jury selection

to allow a much more have not been
expansive list of discussed fully.
grounds on which to
base challenges to the
array.

222 Spg 411- Alex Albright suggests Changes to the rules NA
414 222 & 223 be regarding jury selection

eliminated since her have not been
proposed change to discussed fully.
221 would encompass
them.

23 Spg 411= Alex Albright submitted Changes regarding the NA
421 Donna Bobbit's article jury shuffle have not

which suggests that yet been discussed
I the jury shuffle be fully.

eliminated since it
seems to be in conflict
w/ the U.S. Supreme
Ct.'s holding in Batson.

224 Spg 414- Alex Aibright suggests This change has not NA
415 224 be deleted bc Gov. yet been considered.

Code §§62.015-.017
cover the method
whereby jury panels
are chosen.

225 Spg 414- Alex Albright suggests This change has not NA
415 225 be dleted bc yet been considered.

"summoning talesman"
is covered in "the
statutes."

'o suggestions sent to Committee: Rules 217-220
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226 Pg 760-761 Judge William This rule has The newly amended
Baskette, Jr. previously been rule is the result of a
recommends making amended and voted compilation of a
the language less on. The phrase has number of different
cumbersome. been deleted. suggestions. The

language needs to be
Patrick Hazel and has been
submitted proposed modernized.
version that is a
general cleaning up
and modernization of
the language in 226.

Spg 415 For comments by Alex
Albright, see attached.

Spg 422- Joseph Jacobson
424 suggests that since not

every person believes
in God, or even a god,
that the phrase "So
help you God" be
removed from 226 &
236.

226a Pg 762-793 Patrick Hazel This rule has The changes are
submitted proposed previously been cosmetic and tend to
changes made by the amended and voted improve the readability
Supreme Court Task on. of the instructions.
Force dealing with jury
instructions.

Jim Parker asked
whether the new
instructions regarding
proof of jury
misconduct correct and
appropriate in light of
TEX. CIV. EVID. 606
(b)? He also wants to
know why "you are
performing a significant
service which only free
people can perform" is
being replaced w/
"civic duty" language.
This shows a lack of
pride in the jury
system.

Spg 415
For comments by Alex
Albright, see attached.

227 Spg 416 For comments by Alex This change has not NA
Albright, see attached. yet been considered.

228 Spg 415 For comments by Alex This change has not NA
Albright, see attached. yet been considered.
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229 Spg 415 For comments by Alex This change has not NA
Albright, see attached. yet been considered.

230 Spg 414- For comments by Alex This change has not NA
418 Albright, see attached. yet been considered.

^/ ^
I

SSp 431-
436

Luke Soules found a
case that seems to say
that 230 poses a
potential conflict w/
Article XVI, §2 of the

^ Constitution. Art. XVI
states that laws shall
be made to exclude

1 convicted felons from
^ serving on juries. Yet

230 prohibits counsel
from questioning
potential jurors about
felony convictions
during voir dire.

r231 Spg 415 For comments by Alex This change has not NA
Albright, see attached. yet been considered.

232 Pg 794-799 Steve Tyler The subcommittee has The subcommittee
recommends Batson proposed a draft of 232 agrees that a Batson
be codified to establish and is awaiting procedure needs to be
the procedure for comments from the full codified in order to
making a Batson committee. achieve clarity and
challenge. He uniformity of practice.
recommends following
§ 35.261 of the Code
of Criminal Pro. as a
model.

Spg 416- For comments by Alex
417 Albright, see attached.

233 Spg 416- For comments by Alex This change has not NA
417 Albright, see attached. yet been considered.

234 Spg 416- For comments by Alex This change has not NA
417 Albright, see attached. yet been considered.

235 Spg 416- For comments by Alex This change has not NA
417 Albright, see attached. yet been considered.

236 Pg 800-801 Patrick Hazel This rule has The language needs
submitted proposed previously been to be modernized.
version that is a amended and voted
general cleaning up on.
and modernization of*
the lan ua e in 236.

No suggestions sent to Committee: Rule 237

I
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237a SSp 437- Charles Spain This change has not NA
440 suggests, when a yet been considered.

portion of pretrial
matters are conducted
in federal court prior to
remand, that 237a
provide a 30 day post-
remand window to
assert privileges,
claims and defenses
that weren't asserted in

* federal court.

239 SSp 441- James Holmes This change has not NA
444 suggests 239 be yet been considered.

amended to make it
more consistent w/ the

- stated goals of section
I I I(11) of the Texas

*. Lawyer's Creed.

241 Pg 802-805 Judge Coker suggests The subcommittee has NA
this rule be repealed not yet considered this
bc it, along w/ Rule suggestion bc it is
243, creates a unclear how changes

^ dichotomy in the law to default judgment
^ regarding liquidated & procedure relates to

unliquidated damages this subcommittee.
in default judgments.

242 Pg 806-809 Judge Coker The subcommittee has NA
recommends that 241 not yet considered this
& 243 be repealed and suggestion bc it is
that 242 be rewritten to unclear how changes
govern "Evidence to default judgment
Needed to for Default procedure relates to
Judgment". See Exhibit this subcommittee.
"A" for Judge Coker's
suggestion.

243 Pg 810-815 Bruce Miller suggests The subcommittee The term is obsolete.
that the phrase "writ of agrees "writ of inquiry"
inquiry" be removed bc should be deleted. A
the term has become redraft will follow.
obsolete.

See 241 & 242 above See 241 & 242 above
for Judge Coker's for the subcommittee's "*
su estions. response.

No suggestions sent to Committee: Rule 238, 239a, 240, 244-248
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249

*

Pg 816 Charles Spain, Jr.
suggests that the
phrase "non-jury" be
standardized w/ other
rules that use the term
bc sometimes the word
appears hyphenated
and other times it does
not.

The subcommittee
agrees with this
suggestion. The
language will be
standardized.

This will create more
uniformity among the
rules.

257 Pg 817 J. Hadley Edgar states The subcommittee has NA
there is no provision in not yet considered this
the TRCP mandating suggestion.
the time for filing a
motion to transfer
venue based on the
inability to obtain an

* impartial trial.

271-279 Pg 818-844 271 - E.J. Wohlt These rules have The rules have been
suggests that previously been amended. The newly
proposed 271(2)(d) be amended and voted amended rules are the
changed to make it on. result of the
clear that the hearing compilation of a
is to be conducted number of different
outside the presence suggestions.
of the jury.

272 -- E.J. Wohlt
suggests that
proposed 272 (5)(b)(i)
be changed to make it
clear you do not have
to submit your
opponent's case.

273 -- E.J. Wohlt
suggests proposed
273 be changed to say
The court shall not

give additional oral
instructions," because
some judges feel the
need to explain to the
jury what the question
means.

274 -- E.J. Wohlt
suggests the following
addition to part 1 & 2 of
the proposed rule:
except no evidence
and against great.
weight points." Also,
fix the typo "recovery
of defense" to "or
defense".

*No suggestions sent to Committee: Rule 251-255, 258-259, 261-270
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271 Pg 845-851 Jim Parker asked why This rule has 271 has been
percentage causation previously been amended. The newly
is singled out for amended and voted amended rule is the
specific attention in the on. result of the
proposed rule instead compilation of a
of addressing it number of different
generally in 271 suggestions.
(1)(a)(i)? Such a
specific rule will only
require an amendment
in the future.

Patrick Hazel suggests
the following revisions
be made to the
proposed rule:
1. Emphasize in 271(1)
the importance of rule
226a.
2. Emphasize in 271
(a)(i) that oo^
questions controlling
the disposition of the
case shall be
submitted.
3. In 271(a)(v), do not
allow the submission of
advisory questions.
4. In 271(a)(vi), instruct
the jury that the
percent of
responsibility
attributable to each
party must equal
100%.
5. In 271(b)(ii), add
statement that
inferential rebuttal
instructions raised by
pleadings & evidence
shall be submitted.
Presently, that rule is
only found in case law.
6. In 271(c)(i), add
"question".
7. In 271(2)(a), change
"order" to "request" bc
"order" is meaningless
since the rule has
nothing to do w/
preserving error on
appeal.
8. In 271(2)(b), add
language indicating
the court may conduct
a charge conference.

I
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272 Pg 852-862 Jim Parker suggests This rule has 272 has been
that the need for a previously been amended. The newly
request when a amended and voted amended rule is the
question or an element on. result of the
thereof is omitted compilation of a
needs to be mentioned number of different
in the actual rule, not suggestions.
just in the footnote.

273 Pg 863-865 Patrick Hazel This rule has 273 has been
recommends the previously been amended. The newly
following: "After ruling amended and voted amended rule is the
on all complaints to the on. result of the
charge and before compilation of a
argument is begun, the number of different
trial court shall read suggestions.
the entire charge to the
jury in the precise
words in which it is
finally written."

274 Pg 866-868 See Pg 866 for the This rule has 274 has been
proposed rule. previously been amended. The newly

amended and voted amended rule is the
on. result of the

compilation of a
number of different
suggestions.

276 SSp 445- Brenda Norton would This rule has NA
446 like some clarification previously been

regarding 276 and amended and

preservation of error. voted on.
Is the judge's written
refusal required for
preservation of error or
can a refusal shown in
the statement of facts

* suffice?

290-295 Pg 869 Rule 50 of FED. R. This change has not NA
CIV. PRO. has been yet been considered,
submitted, presumably
to compare to TEX. R.
CIV. PRO. 290-295.

* No suggestions sent to Committee: Rule 280-289
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292

296-299

Pg 870-872

Pg 873-878

Evelyn Avent suggests
the phrase "or be
discharged from further
service for any reason"
be added to the 2nd
sentence of 292.

W. Jones Krozer states
the 292 conflicts w/
itself and w/ the extra
juror statute bc an
extra juror is not one of
the "original ten".

Former District Judge
Putnam Kaye Reiter
suggests that the same
fact finding approach
be taken in both bench
& jury trials. That is, at
the conclusion of the
evidence, whether
heard by jury or judge,
a charge conference

-,,would be conducted.

Clarence Guittard
recommends that
FOFCOLs be.recited in
the judgment, like a
jury verdict Sinci^-...
FOFCOLs are the
actual grounds on
which judgment is
rendered, requesting
them after the fact is
ineffective.

FED. R. CIV. PRO.
has been submitted,
presumably to
compare to TRCP 296.

Lewis Kinard suggests
that proposed 299a be
amended to clear up
the ambiguity. Does
the new rule apply to
both findings actually
requested pursuant to
296 and to incidental
findings?

These changes have
not yet been
considered.

These changes have
not yet been
considered.

NA

NA

I
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Rule 216: REQUEST AND FEE FOR JURY TRIAL

Existing Rule:

a. Request. No jury trial shall be had in any civil suit, unless a written request for a jury
trial is filed with the clerk of the court a reasonable time before the date set for trial of
the cause on the non-jury docket, but not less than thirty days in advance.

b. Jury Fee. Unless otherwise provided by law, a fee of ten dollars if in the district court
an five dollars if in the county court must be deposited with the clerk of the court within
the time for making a written request for a jury trial. The clerk shall promptly enter a
notation of the payment of such fee upon the court's docket sheet.

Proposed Changes:

a. None.

b. None.

Revised Rule:

a. None.

b. None.

Rule 217: (OATH) AFFIDAVIT OF INABILITY TO PAY

Existing Rule:

The deposit for a jury fee shall not be required when the party shall within the time for
making such deposit, file with the clear, his affidavit to the effect that he is unable to
make such deposit, and that he can not, by pledge of property or otherwise, obtain the
money necessary for that purpose; and the court shall then order the clerk to enter the
suit on the jury docket.

Proposed Changes:

The deposit for a jury fee shall not be required when the party, (shall) within the time
for making such deposit, files an affidavit with the clerk (his) (an affidavit to the effect)
statin that he or she is unable to make such deposit, and that he or she (can-not) cannot,
by pledge of property or otherwise, obtain the money necessary for the deposit (that
purpose;)_ (and) The court shall then order the clerk to enter the suit on the jury docket.

I
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Revised Rule:

The deposit for a jury fee shall not be required when the party, within the time for
making such deposit, files an affidavit with the clerk stating that he or she is unable to
make such deposit, and that he or she cannot, by pledge of property or otherwise, obtain
the money necessary for the deposit. The court shall then order the clerk to enter the
suit on the jury docket.

Rule 218: JURY DOCKET

Existing Rule:

The clerks of the district and county courts shall each keep a docket, styled, "The Jury
Docket," in which shall be entered in their order the cases in which jury fees have been
paid or affidavit in lieu thereof has been filed as provided in the two preceding rules.

Proposed Changes:

The clerks of the district and county courts shall. each keep a docket(,) styled(,) "The
Jury Docket(,)_" The clerks (in which) shall enter in The Jury Docket, in order, (be
entree in their order) the cases in which jury fees have been paid or in which an affidavit
in lieu thereof has been filed as provided in the two preceding rules.

Revised Rule:

The clerks of the district and county court shall each keep a docket styled "The Jury
Docket." The clerks shall enter in The Jury Docket, in order, the cases in which jury
fees have been paid or in which an affidavit in lieu thereof has been filed as provided in
the two preceding rules.

I
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Rules 219: JURY TRIAL DAY

Existiniz, Rule:

The court shall designate the days for taking up the jury docket and the trial of jury
cases. Such order may be revoked or changed in the court's discretion.

Proposed Changes:

The court shall designate the days for (taking up the jury docket and) the trial of (jury)
cases on the jury docket. Such order may be revoked or changed in the •court's
discretion.

I



Revised Rules:

The court shall designate the days for the trial of cases on the jury docket. Such order
may be revoked or changed in the court's discretion.

Rule 220: WITHDRAWING CAUSE FROM JURY DOCKET

Existin Rule:

When any party has paid the fee for a jury trial, he shall not be permitted to withdraw
the cause from the jury docket over the objection of the parties adversely interested. If
so permitted, the court in its discretion may by an order permit him to withdraw also his
jury fee deposit. Failure of a party to appear for trial shall be deemed a waiver by him
of the right to trial by jury.

Proposed Changes:

When any party has paid the fee fo a jury trial, he or she shall not be permitted to
withdraw the cause from the jury docket over the objection of the opposing parties
(adversely interested.) (If so permitted) If there is no objection, the court in its
discretion may (by an order) permit (him) the party to withdraw his or her cause from
the jury docket. The court in. its discretion may alsolso permit a party to withdraw the jury
fee (deposit). (Failure of a party) Failing to appear for trial shall be deemed a waiver
(by him) of the right to (trial by jury) a jury trial.

I
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Revised Rule:

When any party has paid the fee for a jury trial, he or she shall not be permitted to
withdraw the cause from the jury docket over the objection of the opposing parties. If
there is no objection, the court in its discretion may permit the party to withdraw his or
her cause from the jury docket. The court in its discretion may also permit a party to
withdraw the jury fee. Failing to appear for trial shall be deemed a waiver of the right
toajury trial.

Rule 221: CHALLENGE TO THE ARRAY

Existing Rule:

When the jurors summoned have not been selected by jury commissioners or by drawing
the names from a jury wheel, any party to. a suit which is to be tried by a jury may, before the
jury is drawn challenge the array upon the ground that the officer summoning the jury has acted
corruptly, and has wilfully summoned jurors known to be prejudiced against the party
challenging or biased in favor of the adverse party. All such challenges must be in writing
setting forth distinctly the grounds of such challenge and supported by the affidavit of the party
or some other credible person. When such challenge is made, the court shall her evidence and
decide without delay whether or not the challenge shall be sustained.

I
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Proposed Changes:

When the jurors summoned have not been selected by a jury commissioners or by
drawing the names from a jury wheel, any party to a suit which is to be tried by a jury
may, before the jury is drawn challenge the array upon the ground that the officer
summoning the jury has acted corruptly, and has wilfully summoned jurors known to be
prejudiced against the party challenging or biased in favor of the adverse party. All such
challenges must be in writing setting forth distinctly the grounds of such challenge and
supported by the affidavit of the party or some other credible person. When such
challenge is made, the court shall hear evidenced and decide without delay whether or
not the challenge shall be sustained.

Revised Rule:

When the jurors summoned have not been selected by jury commissioners or by drawing
the names from a jury wheel, any party to a suit which is to be tried by a jury may,
before the jury is drawn challenge the array upon the ground that the officer summoning
the jury has acted corruptly, and has wilfully summoned jurors known to be prejudiced
against the party challenging or biased in favor ofthe adverse party. All such challenges
must be in writing setting forth distinctly the grounds of such challenge and supported
by the affidavit fo the party or some other credible person. When such challenge is
made, the court shall hear evidence and decide without delay whether or not the
challenge shall be sustained.

Rule 222: WHEN CHALLENGE IS SUSTAINED

Existing Rule:

If the challenge be sustained, the array of jurors summoned shall be discharged, and the,
court shall order other jurors summoned in their stead, and shall direct that the officer
who summoned the persons so discharged, and on account of whose misconduct the
challenge has been sustained, shall not summon any other jurors in the case.

Proposed Changes:

None.

Revised Rule:

None.

I
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Rule 223: JURY SHUFFLE (JURY LIST IN CERTAIN COUNTIES)

Existin Rule:

In counties governed as to juries by the laws providing for interchangeable juries, the
names of the jurors shall be placed upon the general panel in the order in which they are
randomly selected, and jurors shall be assigned for service from the top thereof, in the
order in which they shall be needed, and jurors returned to the general panel after service
in any of such courts shall be enrolled at bottom of the list the order of their respective
return; provided, however, after such assignment to a particular court, the trial judge of
such court, upon the demand prior to voir dire examination by any party or attorney in
the case reached for trial in such court, shall cause the names of all members of such
assigned jury panel in such case to be placed in a receptacle, shuffled, and drawn, and
such names shall be transcribed in the order drawn on the jury list from which the juror
is to be selected to try such case. There shall be only one shuffle and drawing by the
trial judge in each case.

Proposed Changes:

None.

Revised Rule:

None.

Rule 224: PREPARING JURY LIST

Existing Rule:

In counties not governed as to juries by the law providing for interchangeable juries,
when the parties have announced ready for trial the clerk shall write the name of each
regular juror entered of record for that week on separate slips of paper, as near the same
size and appearance as may be, and shall place the slips in a box and mix them well.
The clerk shall draw from the box, in the presence of the court, the names of twenty-four
jurors, if in the district court, or so many as there may be, if there be a less number in
the box; and the names of twelve jurors if in the county court, or so many as there may
be, and write the names as drawn upon two slips of paper and deliver one slips to each
party to the suit or his attorney.

Proposed Changes:

None.

Revised Rule:

None.
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Rule 225: SUMMONING TALESMAN

Existing Rule:

When there are not as many as twenty-four names drawn from the box, if in the district
court, or as many as twelve, if in the county court, the court shall direct the sheriff to
summon such number of qualified persons as the court deems necessary to complete the
panel. The names of those thus summoned shall be placed in the box and drawn and
entered upon the slips as provided in the preceding rules.

Proposed Changes:

None.

Revised Rule:

None.

I
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January 18, 1996

To: Paula Sweeney
David Peepies
Pam Baron

From: Ann Cochran

Re: Rules 227 - 235

I have reviewed these rules, and present my recommendations to the subcommittee.
Most of the recommended changes come directly from Alex Albright's thoughtful work,
but I have deleted her Batson proposal (R. 228(3)), and noted that the subcommittee's
eariier Batson draft should be substituted there. I have also added a subpart (4) to Rule
228, to incorporate current Rule 235. (Because there may be more than 12 total
preemptory challenges in a multi-party case, I think this provision is still necessary.)

The one rule I have recommended be deleted Is R. 230 (prohibiting inquiries about
felony convictions.) As the case LuKe Soules brought to our attention shows, felony
convictions are constitutional disqualifications. Although I don't know the history
behind the current rule, I can see no justification for continuing this restraint.

Some last-minute scheduling problems have made it impossible for me to come to
Austin tomorrow. (AS you might be aware, we have mailed this week over half a mlllion
new notice packets In the breast implant settlement, and there aresome things I simply
must take care of before hundreds of thousands of new forms start being fiied!) if you
need to talk to me about any of this, please call. My direct line Is 713/951-7011. I'll be in
meetings all day, but will leave instructions to interrupt if any of you call.

I'm sorry, but hope the attached is sufficient to help you conclude this part Of our task.

I did call the American Judicature Society yesterday. Their editor Is sending me today
the articles they have that might help us with the 'Be Kind to Jurors' project.

I
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Rule 227. Challenges for Cause.

PAGE 03

Any party may orally challenge a panel member for cause alleging some fact that
by law disqualifies that juror to serve as a juror, or that in the opinion of the
court renders that juror unfit to sit on the jury. In deciding the challenge, the
court shall consider the Juror's answers to questions asked as well as other
evidence. If the challenge is sustained, the Juror shall be discharged from the
case. If successful challenges reduce the number of prospective jurors to less
than twenty-four in the district Court or twelve In the county court, additional
Jurors shall be summoned.

Note: This proposed rule combines current Rules 227, 228, 229, and 231.

Rule 228. Peremptory Challenges.

1. Grounds. Upon completion of the court's determination of challenges for
cause, any party may make peremptory chal(enges to a juror by striking that
Juror's name from a list furnished by the clerk, A peremptory challenge Is made
to a juror without assigning any reason. After the exercise of peremptory
challenges, the parties shall deliver their completed lists to the clerk. The clerk
shall identify the first twelve names on the panel in the district court, or six in
the county court, that have not been struck by any party. Those twelve (or six)
persons shall constitute the Jury.

2. Number and Apportionment. EaCh side (plaintiff and defendant) to a civil
case shall be entitled to six peremptory challenges in a case tried in the district
court, and to three in the county court. If there are multiple parties on any one
side, the trial court shall determine before the exercise of peremptory challenges
whether the parties on the same side are antagonistic with respect to any Issue
to be submitted to the jury. Upon the motion of any party made before the
exercise of peremptory challenges, the trial judge shall use Its discretion to
apportion the number of peremptory challenges so that no party or side Is given
unfair advantage as a result of the alignment of the litigants, the determination
of antagonism, and the award of peremptory challenges.

I
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3. tadd Batson rule here)

4. If Jury [ncomptete. If the jury is left incomplete after peremptory challenges
have been made, additional jurors shall be drawn or summoned, empaneled,
questioned, and selected to complete the jury.

Notes: Parts 1 and 2 of this rule are simplified verslons of current Rules 232, 233,
and 234. Part 3 Is new and codlfies the Batson procedure. Part 41s a rewritten
version of current Rule 235.

Rule 229. (Incorporated into R. 2271

Rule 230. (Repealed]

Ru1e 239. (incorporated Into R. 2271
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Rule 232. IOriginal rule now Incorporated into R. 228(1). Subcommittee's draft of
Batson codificatlon - now awaiting comments from the full committee - moved to R.
228(3).1

Rule 233. (Incorporated Into R. 228(2)1

Rule 234. flncorporated Into R. 228(1)1

Rule 235. (Incorporated into R. 228(4). Some language changes.l
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Comments/Notes:

the issues raised in the Arizona study. - Pam

Here are my preliminary thoughts on Rule 292. I do not propose any changes to rules
280-291 or 293-295. These rules will need to to revisited, however, in connection with

Original will not be sent.
- --------- -----------
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Rule 292. Verdict by Portion of Original Jury

Exasting Rule:

A verdict may be rendered in any cause by the concurrence, as to each
and all answers made, of the same ten members of an original jury of twelve or

of the sazde five members of ^an original jury of six. However, where as many
as three jurors die or be dis:abled from sitting and there are only nine jurors
remaining : of an original jury of twelve, those remaining may render and return a
verdict. If less than the original twelve or six jurors render a verdict, the verdict
must be signed by each juror concurring therein.

Problems and Discussion:

1. The rule conflicts with the alternate juror statute.l By statute, the
Legislature has authorized the impaneling of alternate jurors. Tex. Gov't Code
§ 62.020. The statute directs that the alternates "replace jurors who, prior to the
time the jury retires to 'consider its verdict, become or are found to be unable or
disqualified to perform their duties" and that they have the same "functions,
powers, aud privileges" as original jurors.

Rule 292, as written, does not contemplate the use of alternate jurors. By
requiring that a verdict must reflect the concurrence of "the same ten members
of an original jury," the rule renders participation by alternates meaningless.
Temple Eastex, Inc. v. 'Old Orchard Creek, 848 S.W.2d 724 (Tex. App.--Dallas
1992, writ denied) (when one of ten jurors concurring in the verdict was an
alternate juror, verdict improper).

The subcommittee recommends revisions to the rule providing for a meaningful
role for alternate jurors in participating in a less than unanimous verdict.

2. Clearer guidance is needed as to when a juror is "disabled."2 The
language in Rule 292 -"die or be disabled" - is identical to that found in
Article V, : section 13 of the Texas Constitution. While death of a juror admits of
little inteipretative difficulties, disablement has been the subject of many
conflicting cases. Long ago, the Texas Supreme Court held that a juror excused
because of the illness of a child was not "disabled." Houston & Texas Ceniral

See comments of W. James Kronzer, page 872 of the second volume of the agenda.
` See comments of Evelyn Avent on behalf of the State Bar Committee on Rules,
pages 870-71 of the second volume of the agenda. _
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Ry. Co. v. Waller, 56 Tex. 331 ( 1882); but see, e.g., Barker v. Ash, 194 S.W.
465 (Tex.: Civ. App.--Dallas 1917, writ ref'd) (juror properly excused when

showed sions of physical illness because of illness of family member). Only
recently, the Supreme Court split 5-4 on whether a juror detained by flooding
was disabled from serving. McDaniel v. Yarborough, 898 S.W.2d 251 (Tex.

1995).

I
I
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Rule 292. : Verdict by Portion of 8figiiial Jury.

Ayerdict may be rendered in any cause by the concurrence, as to each
and all answers made, of the same ten members of er-iginal -a jury of twelve,

2 .al2y lrer ate j rors sworn as replacements. or of the same five
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The subcd^mmittee recommends revisions to the rule to make clear that the death
or severe illness of a close family member is a proper basis for determining that
a juror is disabled.

3. The r4le does not address jurors impaneled but subsequently found to be
disqualified. A juror may be impaneled and then later found to be disqualified.
The alterrfate juror statute contemplates just such an event. Tex. Gov't Code §
62.020 (alternates to replace jurors who become or are found to be unable or
disqualified to sit).

The subcommittee recommends correction by providing for disqualified jurors in

the rule.

roposed RevisiotL

members Of aneriginal a jury of six inclu ',g^any alternate ^ rors sworn as
LQ2l c ment . However, where as many as three jurors die or be disabled Qr

,disqualified from sitting and there are only nine jurors remaining of ^f ^nad a
jury of twelve, including any alternate jurors Sworn as replacemePts those

remaining:Imay render and return a verdict. If le-&s fts^,-u than er-igifial twelve
or six jurors render a verdict, the verdict must be signed by each juror

concurrins therein. The trial court may 12rop_grly determine that a j) ror is

disabled because ofthe.death or severe illness of.a near relative.

Revised Riile:

Rule 292. ! Verdict by Portion of Jury.
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A verdict may be rendered in any cause by the concurrence, as to each
and all answers made, of the same ten members of << jury of twelve, includinaD
any alternate jurors sworn as replacements, or of the same five members of a
jury of six, including any alternate jurors sworn as replacements. However;
where as many as three jurors die or be disabled or disqualified from sitting and
there are only nine jurors remaining of a jury of twelve, including, any alternate
jurors sworn as replacements, those remaining may render and return a verdict:
If fewer than twelve or six jurors render a verdict, the. verdict must be signed bX
each juror concurring therein. The trial court may properly determine that a
juror is disabled because of the death or severe illness of a near relative.
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